**Interior Design Studio Mask Policy:** During face-to-face studio interaction, all faculty, students, and guests will be required to wear masks. Masks should:

- Fit snugly but comfortably against the side of the face.
- Completely cover the nose, mouth and chin.
- Be secured with ties or ear loops.
- Include multiple layers of fabric.
- Allow for breathing without restriction.
- Be able to be laundered and machine-dried without damage or change to shape, if they are cloth.

If you **are not** wearing a mask you will be asked to leave studio – please come prepared with a mask. If you **are not feeling well**, you are encouraged not to attend class to avoid spreading any type of illnesses to fellow classmates. Your support and engagement in this policy is appreciated in keeping our studio environments safe and well for all students.

*(Approved by the Interior Design Faculty 8/3/2021)*